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★ Placing chemistry at the heart of policy and planning in Europe
★ Increasing the visibility of chemistry at the European level by speaking with a single voice
★ Creating European “corporate identity” among the chemical societies
★ Presenting chemistry as an essential and indispensable provider of solutions to global challenges to European and international organizations
★ Advising the European Institutions
★ Running the very best general and subject specific chemical conferences in Europe
Some Key Figures

- 42 member societies
- 32 countries
- \( \approx 160,000 \) chemists from universities, research institutes, industry, governmental and professional organisations, >30,000 student members
- Supporting members (ECTN)

www.euchems.eu
Forthcoming meetings

• Most Divisions and Working Parties biennial meetings April-October, 2015
• EYCN European Conference, Lisbon, 25th – 29th April, 2016
• ECC-6, Seville, 11th-15th September, 2016

Please support these meetings

http://euchems-seville2016.eu/
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